
Sliding Doors

Key features and benefits...

British designed and manufactured... 

All Origin products are manufactured in the UK, by Origin, giving a central control of the 

overall finish. Both the Artisan (OS-20) and Patio Sliders (OS-29, OS-44 and OS-77) have 

been designed specifically to meet the demands of the UK market, which has resulted in 

superior thermal efficiency, safety and security. 

Up to a 20-year guarantee... 

Because of our rigorous quality control at every stage of the manufacturing process, we 

are able to confidently offer a guarantee of up to 20-years on the OS-29, OS-44 and OS-

77. The OS-20 comes with a guarantee of up to 10-years.

Discover your colour...

Origin Sliding Doors are available in over 150 colour options. Ranging from Jet Black and 

going all the way through to Hipca White and covering all of the popular metallic shades in 

between, our offering means that whatever the building style or personal taste, we’ll have 

a colour to suit.

Available on your lead time, not ours...

When you order the OS-29, OS-44 or OS-77 in one of our popular colours, it can be with 

you in as little as 24-hours, or whenever you need it. If you enjoy being a little more subtle 

or outrageous, all other colour choices will be available in as little as four weeks. The OS-

20 is available in just four weeks.

MADE IN
BRITAIN



Ultra-slim sightlines...

The Origin Artisan Slider and Patio Slider offer a home a widescreen view of the world. Both 

manufactured from a high grade aluminium, the Artisan Slider comes with an ultra-slim 20mm 

sightline, whereas the OS-29, OS-44 and OS-77 are available with a 29mm, 44mm and 77mm 

sightline respectively.

Security is key...

For both systems, the doors are equipped with an ultra-secure multi-point locking system 

to help keep your customer’s home safe and protected. As well as this, the frames are 

constructed from a strong, high grade aluminium. The OS-77 goes a step further with PAS 

24:2016 accreditation to ensure a home is ultra secure.

Thermally efficient... 

It’s really not an exaggeration to say that a door is defined by its hardware, and the Origin 

Designed specifically to meet the needs of the UK market, every Origin Sliding Door has been 

engineered to optimise its weather rating. The OS-20 achieves a U-Value of 1.4, and the OS-

29, OS-44 and OS-77 can achieve a U-Value of 1.3 when using triple glazing, meaning that no 

matter the project, both systems surpass British Building Regulation requirements.

Large panel sizes... 

The innate strength of both systems mean they are able to accommodate large maximum 

panel sizes. Each panel for the OS-20 can be as large as up to an impressive 2.2m wide and 

3m tall (or 6m2 overall). The Patio Slider’s maximum sizes are up to 2m wide by 2.6m tall.

A smooth and dependable operation... 

Choose from a double or triple track configuration to open the individual doors however 

you want – to the left, right, or in the middle of the space. Wherever they go, a high quality 

carriage system and robust runner ensure they get there effortlessly.
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